TOOL KIT
A Student-led Campaign to End Distracted
Driving, Prevent Accidents and Save Lives
www.textlesslivemore.org

We believe young
people have the power
to save lives.

TLLM: MISSION & Overview
We are a student-led, peer-to-peer, national awareness campaign with a mission to:
• End distracted driving permanently
• Prevent tragic accidents and deaths caused by distracted driving
• Educate and raise awareness about the dangers of distracted driving, such as 		
texting, streaming, posting and using social media behind-the-wheel
.
Through peer-to-peer dialogue, education and behavior modification around the
dangers of distracted driving, TextLess Live More’s goal is to save lives and prevent
accidents so we can make driving safe for everyone.
TextLess Live More was founded by friends of Merritt Levitan, an 18-year-old girl who
lost her life on July 3, 2013 to a young person who was texting behind-the-wheel.
Merritt died because of 4 seconds of texting. She is the inspiration behind our mission.
Thank you for spreading the message of TextLess Live More.
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tllm in action
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Call-to-actions
Our name TextLess Live More has dual Call-to-Actions. We encourage an exploration
of both Call-to-Actions when presenting the TextLess Live More message of ending
distracted driving and saving lives.

TextLess Live More - literally
We prevent tragic deaths and accidents and “live more” – literally – by not texting,
snapchatting, posting behind-the-wheel, or engaging in any other form of driving
distracted.

TextLess Live More - figuratively
We are the Digital Generation. By embracing TextLess Live More’s philosophy to
“Live More”, we have the opportunity to experience the joys of life in real-time with
our peers. We celebrate TLLM’s Live More message by voluntarily putting down
our devices and taking a break from the virtual world to learn - or relearn - how to
interact and enjoy life around us.
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Our Goal
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End Distracted Driving
Prevent Accidents
Save Lives
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OUR GOAL
Our goal is to save lives by ending distracted driving and preventing accidents.
Dialogue, Education and Behavior Modification can be applied to launch a successful
TLLM awareness campaign at school or within the community.
These (3) strategies can stand alone or be presented in combination for a robust
TextLess Live More awareness campaign.
Each strategy can help TLLM meet our objective to save lives and prevent tragic
accidents.
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strategy & approach

STRATEGY 1: DIALOGUE
Have the Conversation about Driving Distracted
• We encourage young people to begin a healthy conversation around digital
distraction. Dialogue includes an examination of how we, the Digital Generation,
can use our digital resources safely and responsibly, with a goal to never “go
digital” behind-the-wheel.
• Driving is a real-time commitment. Distraction of any kind can have deadly or
severe consequences. TLLM dialogue exposes the risks and real dangers of driving
distracted for those behind-the-wheel and anyone who comes in contact with a
distracted driver, including passengers, fellow drivers, pedestrians and bikers.
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Education & Behavior Modification
STRATEGY 2: EDUCATION
Present the Facts and Stats
• According to an AAA poll, 94%of teenagers call texting
and driving a serious threat yet 35%admit to doing it.
• Through TLLM education we hope to reduce this
percentage to 0%.
• TLLM education provides facts and statistics
surrounding distracted driving to share with
participants.
• TLLM education examines all angles of distraction.
Mental Distraction can last up to 27 seconds after a text
or distraction occurs.

STRATEGY 3: BEHAVIOR
MODIFICATION Practice Putting It
Down!
• We encourage young people to volunteer to change
behavior around texting and social media distraction
behind-the-wheel, and we put it into practice.
• By taking the Pledge to Never Text and Drive AND by
practicing phone-free living for an hour, a day, or during
a TLLM Challenge Event, we hope our actions will
translate to safe behavior behind-the-wheel.
• Often we must “relearn” how to be present when
driving and with each other. TextLess Live More
recognizes that relearning behavior takes practice. We
put this practice into motion by putting our phones
down and being present in real time with our friends
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and peers.

Get Started
Get Started with TextLess
Live More
There are many ways to launch TextLess Live More
at your school or within your community.
Be creative! Remember: you have the power to
change behavior behind-the-wheel.
These guidelines will help you get started.

1. TextLess Live More Activation
TextLess Live More’s objective to end distracted driving, save lives, and prevent tragic
accidents can be presented through many applications. Here are some examples of
successful TLLM activation initiatives. Decide which initiative works best for your school
or community and go for it!
• Host a TextLess Live More Education Assembly at School or within your Community
• Create a TextLess Live More Challenge Event or Social Event. Introduce TLLM’s dual
Call-to-Actions: Sign the Pledge to Never Text and Drive AND Practice Phone-free
Living for an Hour, a Day, or even during Lunch
• Establish a TLLM Phone-Free Zone at your School, for example in the Lunchroom,
Student Center or Gym
• Send out a TLLM Monthly Email to remind People about the Dangers of Distracted
Driving
• Put up TLLM Pledge Sheets around your School or Community
• Distribute TLLM Blue Bracelets at Assemblies, Pep Rallies, Sporting Events, Parades
or before Social Events
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PREPARE & Promote
2. Prepare and Promote TextLess Live More
• Prepare for TextLess Live More by planning ahead. Decide a day, time and location
to introduce TLLM. For example, the first Monday of the month at your school
assembly.
• Promote TLLM! Generate buzz and excitement. Use the TLLM logo to create
posters and newsletters. Send emails, contact students, peers, parents,
administrators and local press about TLLM.
• This TLLM Toolkit provides all the creative assets you need to get started such as
logo, pledge sheet and sample press releases.
• Download the TLLM Logo here: TextLess Live More Logo
• Download the TLLM Pledge Sheet here: TextLess Live More Pledge Sheet
• Download a Sample TLLM Press Release Here: Long Form
• Download a Sample TLLM Press Release Here:Short Form
• Order TLLM Gear! Sell or distribute TLLM blue bracelets, phone stickers, bumper
stickers and t-shirts.
• Order gear here: Order TextLess Live More Gear Here!
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Sample Activation Model:
Take-the-Pledge Event
Here are some sample TLLM Activation Models used around the country to introduce
the TLLM campaign to save lives and prevent accidents due to distracted driving.

TextLess Live More Take-the-Pledge Event
TLLM’s Take-the-Pledge event applies Education and Behavior Modification. School
assemblies are ideal for a Take-the-Pledge Event. Here’s a sample Agenda:
• Introduce TextLess Live More’s Mission and Objective and share facts about
distracted driving dangers provided in this Toolkit.
• Share Merritt Levitan’s story. We have provided a Letter from Merritt’s Family in this
Toolkit. Show one of the TLLM PSA’s. Here’s a link: TextLess Live More PSAs
• Ask students to Take-the-Pledge to not drive distracted. This is the most critical
message of TextLess Live More.
• Once students sign the pledge, distribute TLLM Phone Stickers and Blue Bracelets.
Encourage students to wear the blue bracelet, remember to LIVE MORE and never
text, stream or engage in social media behind the wheel.
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Sample Activation Model:
The TLLM Challenge
The TextLess Live More Challenge applies Dialogue, Education and Behavior
Modification to raise awareness about the dangers of distracted driving and save lives.
The TLLM Challenge involves voluntarily “turning off” our phones for an hour a day or
during a specific event so we can LIVE MORE, by enjoying our peers and in the world
around us.
It is our hope that are by “practicing” phone-free living during a TLLM Challenge, our
actions will translate into digital-free, safe, responsible driving.
As the Digital Generation, we recognize that the possibility for distraction is ubiquitous.
Some of us remember life before handhelds and devices, but some of us do not. The
TLLM Challenge invites us to “turn off” and “relearn” how to be more present with one
another, without the constant flow of content, contacts, or information.
Social events or lunchtime are ideal forums for the TextLess Live More Challenge.
Here’s a sample Agenda:
• Introduce TextLess Live More’s Mission and Objective and share facts about
distracted driving dangers provided in this Toolkit.
• Set the TLLM Challenge!
• Ask students and peers to voluntarily turn off their devices for a set duration:
during the social event or lunch.
• Explain the TLLM Challenge Goal: to practice phone-free living for a set
duration so our actions will help translate into digital-free, safe, responsible
driving.
• Distribute TLLM Blue Bracelets, Phone Stickers, and T’s
• Focus on LIVING MORE and have fun!
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Sample Activation Model:
TLLM Monthly Campaign
The TLLM Monthly Campaign is an ongoing, monthly forum that encourages and
reminds us to practice distraction-free, phone-free driving to save lives and prevent
tragic accidents.
The TLLM Monthly Message Campaign can assume many forms of outreach, including
monthly emails, blog posts or school assemblies dedicated to the TLLM message and
mission.
Education, Dialogue and Behavior Modification can be applied in a TLLM Monthly
Campaign.
1. Email Blast - Here is an example of a monthly email from a high school sophomore
in San Francisco who supports TextLess Live More. This student’s awareness
campaign begins with the TLLM Challenge on the first day of the month,
encouraging people who have signed the TLLM Pledge, to turn off their phones for
a day and live in the moment for a great cause.
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Resources
This toolkit provides links to assets to help you create a successful TextLess Life More
campaign, including the TLLM logo, Take-the-Pledge sheet, Know-the-Facts sheet,
sample press releases, both long and short form, a letter from Merritt Levitan’s family
and links to the TLLM PSAs and online store to purchase TLLM Blue Bracelets, Phone
Stickers and T-shirts for sale or distribution.
TLLM Phone Sticker

TextLess Live More Logo

TextLess Live More Blue Bracelet and T-shirt
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TEXTLESS LIVE MORE

TAKE THE PLEDGE. SAVE LIVES.
TEXTLESS LIVE MORE PLEDGE
I pledge to never text, post, stream or engage in any form of digital distraction
behind-the-wheel to save lives, prevent tragic accidents and make driving safe for everyone.

www.textlesslivemore.org

TEXTLESS LIVE MORE

KNOW THE
FACTS

25% of all auto collisions involve cell phones.
National Safety Council
Texting while driving makes a car crash up to 23 times
more likely.
Federal Communications Commission
Each day in the United States, over 8 people are killed
and 1,161 injured in crashes reported to involve a
distracted driver.
Centers for Disease Control & Prevention
Mental Distraction can last up to 27 seconds after a text
or distraction occurs.
American Automobile Association
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Sample Short Form Press Release

Dear (insert contact name),
My name is _____ and I am organizing a TextLess Live More event
for (school or organization). It will be held (date and time) TextLess
Live More is a student led, peer-to-peer national awareness
campaign whose mission is to end distracted driving permanently.
During this TextLess event we hope to encourage students, staff
and administration to turn off their phones for an hour or the whole
day. We will educate and raise awareness to the dangers of texting
and using social media behind-the-wheel.
We will(describe what will occur during event).
Please consider joining our event and covering the story. We really
hope to make a difference and raise awareness of the hazards of
texting and driving, and save lives.
Best,
http://www.textlesslivemore.org/

Sample Long Form Press Release

SAMPLE PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
[date]
CONTACT:
[NAME, PHONE, ADDRESS, EMAIL, etc]
[Insert School]
[SCHOOL NAME] TAKES THE TEXTLESS LIVE MORE CHALLENGE
Dear [Name],
We hope you will help us spread the word about the upcoming
TextLess Live More event we are hosting on [date] at [location]
to help build awareness about the deadly dangers of distracted
driving.
Please consider joining our event as we pledge to not text and
drive.

ABOUT TEXTLESS LIVE MORE
TextLess Live More is a student-led, peer-to-peer, national
awareness campaign that aims to:
• End distracted driving permanently.
• Prevent tragic accidents and deaths caused by distracted driving.
• Educate and raise awareness about the dangers of texting and
using all forms of social media behind-the-wheel.
• Teach young people to put down our phones and practice
moments of phone-free living.
TextLess Live More was founded in honor of Merritt Levitan, an 18
year old who lost her life to a distracted driving.
On July 2, 2013, Merritt Levitan and six other bicyclists were
pedaling through rural Arkansas when the group was hit by a car
driven by a distracted, 21-year-old driver. Merritt died from brain
injuries sustained in the accident. Below is her last Facebook
communication, posted the day before the start of the fateful bike
trip:

Merritt died July 3, 2013, a day after the Arkansas road incident, at
Regional Medical Center, in Memphis, Tenn.
Classmates of Merritt’s founded “TextLess Live More,” a national
awareness campaign to end distracted driving and save lives.

To-date, TextLess Live More has distributed over 10,000 TLLM Blue
Bracelets and been presented in schools and organizations
around the country. Over 1⁄4 million people have watched the TLLM
PSAs and been exposed to the TLLM message to end distracted
driving and save lives.
You can learn more about TextLess Live More at
Textlesslivemore.org.
Please also watch Giancarlo Esposito of Breaking Bad narrate the
TextLess Live More PSAs: here and here.

For your background information, here is some of the 2013 news
coverage surrounding Merritt Levitan’s death and life:
BOSTON GLOBE
UK DAILY MAIL
BOSTON HERALD
MILTON ACADEMY

We hope you will consider joining and covering this important
event as we pledge to not text and drive and save lives.
I very much look forward to discussing this important campaign
with you and can be reached at [number] or [email].
Sincerely, [NAME]

OUr inspiration
TextLess Live More is a student-led campaign that believes
young people have the power to save lives by raising
awareness about the dangers of distracted driving. Our goal
is to end distracted driving and save lives. We are inspired
to change our distracted driving behavior, save lives and
prevent tragic accidents because we lost someone special to a
distracted driver - Merritt Levitan. She was 18 years old.
TextLess Live More was founded by friends of Merritt
Levitan, an 18-year-old girl who lost her life on July 3,
2013 to a young person who was texting behind-thewheel. Merritt died because of 4 seconds of texting.

Meet Merritt: Our Inspiration for
TextLess Live More
We want to introduce you to Merritt. In the words we
write, we hope to paint a picture of a compassionate
young woman who took action everyday, overcame
obstacles, and changed her world for the better —
all within eighteen years.

This is Merritt’s story…
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MEET MERRITT
Merritt Levitan never let anything get her down or prevent her from achieving her
dreams. Born on October 11, 1994 in Boston, Massachusetts, to parents Anna Cheshire
Levitan and Rich Levitan, Merritt was the adored older sister, aka “Sissy,” to her
younger sister Hunter Levitan and brother Joseph Levitan.
On Martin Luther King Day in January 2002, midway through first grade, Merritt was
diagnosed with Type 1 Diabetes. Treated at the Joslin Diabetes Center, Merritt took
the lead for her care. Within just five weeks of diagnosis, Merritt learned to prick her
finger, test blood sugars multiple times a day, and give herself shots of insulin. She
was determined to do all the things that she enjoyed pre-diagnosis, including soccer,
overnight camp, skiing, swimming, and tennis. And she did!
Doctors at the Joslin were immediately impressed by Merritt, and a mutual admiration
grew between the confident seven year old and her team of endocrinologists. Imagine
letting a seven year old give herself a shot at school, on the playground, in an airplane,
at camp? Merritt insisted on independence. That was Merritt’s Way.
A competent downhill skier and racer as a young teen, Merritt became an Instructor-inTraining at Sugarbush Mountain, in Warren, Vermont, for the Blazer’s program, where
she taught children skiing on weekends during the winter. She attended Windridge
Tennis Camps during the summers and was named Outstanding Camper at fourteen.
At age eighteen, the winter of her senior year in high school, Merritt became a
fullfledged Coach and Ski Instructor with her own Blazer’s group. She proudly wore the
official Sugarbush Mountain Ski Instructor Jacket and Hat, as she taught budding skiers
how to tackle black diamond slopes and ski with competence and confidence. Merritt
adored “calculated” adventure, but she always put safety first, especially with the kids.
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OVERCOMING OBSTACLES
 espite her natural gifts for athletics and passion for adventure, Merritt cherished her
D
education most. Throughout her thirteen years at Milton Academy, Merritt worked hard
and enjoyed every aspect of the community. She learned to speak and read Spanish,
spent a month with her Spanish class and a lovely host family at the Colegio el Pilar in
Madrid, was co-captain of the Varsity Tennis Team, one of the editors of the independent
school newspaper, head of the outdoor club, and an accomplished 3-D sculptural
artist. She cherished abiding friendships with peers, teachers, mentors, coaches, and
administrators. Merritt loved Milton.
She was accepted to Colgate University and was very much looking forward to that next
milestone, but first she wanted to travel the United States over the summer… by bike!
Merritt applied to Overland’s American Challenge, a 3,000 mile cross country bike trip
that begins in South Carolina at the Atlantic Ocean and ends in Santa Monica at the
Pacific Ocean. Aware of the potential issues she might face with her diabetes, Merritt
began to train for the journey.
For her senior project, Merritt biked 500 miles around New England and the Boston
area and recorded her blood sugar levels and various bike routes. Her intention was to
create a biking guide book for Type 1 Juvenile Diabetics. She presented her findings to
both Milton Academy and the Joslin Diabetes Center to enthusiastic acclaim. Merritt
graduated from Milton on June 7, 2013.
A week later, she and her mom drove 1,000 miles with her bike and adored dog Biscuit,
down to St. Simons Island, Georgia to prepare for the American Challenge. For ten
days, Merritt trained in 100 degree heat and humidity to be ready for the ride of a
lifetime.
Merritt was ready. She was pumped. She met her group in Charleston, South Carolina
on June 18, 2013 and the group of thirteen talented teenagers and two enthusiastic,
highly trained guides began their quest to ride across the United States. They wore all
the proper safety attire: helmets, vests, and flags on lead bikes to make drivers aware of
the group.
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A PREVENTABLE TRAGEDY
On July 2, 2013, Merritt and her fellow bikers were riding along a rural road in Arkansas.
They had crossed the mighty Mississippi the day before and logged 900 miles on bikes.
All felt strong and fit and ready for the challenging Rockies ahead in the distance several
weeks away.
A young man, driving distracted, hit the group of thirteen, injuring several bikers severely
and critically injuring Merritt. We are a family and people of faith, and we hold the young
man and his family in our hearts with absolute compassion. Yet the costly accident could
have been prevented by education and awareness. Texting and driving is not against the
law in the State of Arkansas.
Merritt Levitan died one day later on July 3, 2013 in Memphis, Tennessee, from brain
injuries sustained by the accident. She was surrounded by family and close friends who
flew in from Massachusetts, Vermont, Georgia, Texas, and California on a moment’s
notice.
Over 1,500 friends attended Merritt’s memorials at Trinity Church in Boston,
Massachusetts and on St. Simons Island, Georgia. As friends, teachers, coaches,
mentors, and family gathered to pay tribute to Merritt, a joint mission began. We all
knew we had to carry on a legacy so powerful, so positive, so essential, to help others
achieve potential, as Merritt did without fanfare or need for acclaim.
Merritt took action, and everyday she inspires us to take action. TextLess Live More was
founded in this spirit - the spirit of taking action and making sound decisions behind the
wheel.
We honor Merritt and we honor YOU who read this. Join us. Share the message of
TextLess Live More and help us end distracted driving and save lives.
Love and thanks,
Anna, Rich, Hunter and Joe Levitan
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TextLess Live More for Merritt

Merritt (white t-shirt) with her sister, brother and cousins - Summer 2012
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CONTACT US!

We are happy to help you create ideas and get people involved
TextLess Live More! Together we can make driving safe for
everyone.
Please e-mail info@textlesslivemore.org for more information on
how to hold or create a TextLess Live More event for your school
or community.
Thank you for helping us end distracted driving and save lives!
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THANK YOU for Supporting
TextLess Live More!

TEXTLESSLIVEMORE.ORG

